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Trauma in the Lives of ChildrenTrauma in the Lives of Children

�� What counts as trauma?What counts as trauma?
–– Experiences that involve threat Experiences that involve threat 

–– Can be directly experienced, witnessed or Can be directly experienced, witnessed or 
happen to loved onehappen to loved one

–– Physical/sexual abuse, rape, assault (incl. Physical/sexual abuse, rape, assault (incl. 
domestic violence), serious accident, domestic violence), serious accident, 
disaster, invasive medical procedure, violent disaster, invasive medical procedure, violent 
death, community violence, wardeath, community violence, war

�� Exposure = potentially traumatic event Exposure = potentially traumatic event 
(PTE)(PTE)

PTEPTE

�� PTE are common in children’s lives;  ~ 50% children PTE are common in children’s lives;  ~ 50% children 
exposed to traumaexposed to trauma

�� For children, often represent ongoing conditions of For children, often represent ongoing conditions of 
exposure not isolated eventsexposure not isolated events
–– Child abuse, witness DV, violent community Child abuse, witness DV, violent community 
environmentenvironment

�� PTE often coPTE often co--occur with other adversitiesoccur with other adversities
–– Early lack of nurturanceEarly lack of nurturance
–– NeglectNeglect
–– Poverty and social deprivationPoverty and social deprivation
–– Chronically stressful life circumstancesChronically stressful life circumstances

Impact of PTEImpact of PTE

�� Majority will not develop clinically significant Majority will not develop clinically significant 
conditions that require treatmentconditions that require treatment

�� Some will be acutely distressed and recover Some will be acutely distressed and recover 
with or without formal interventionwith or without formal intervention

�� Minority will require formal traumaMinority will require formal trauma--specific specific 
clinical responseclinical response
–– Significant distress that does not resolve or Significant distress that does not resolve or 
worsensworsens

–– Interference with functioningInterference with functioning

TFTF--CBT TARGETS…CBT TARGETS…

�� Impact of PTE (not the PTE itself)Impact of PTE (not the PTE itself)

–– PTS (primary)PTS (primary)

–– CoCo--morbid traumamorbid trauma--related depression and related depression and 
more general anxietymore general anxiety

–– Minor to moderate traumaMinor to moderate trauma--related related 
behavior problemsbehavior problems

�� Sexual behavior problemsSexual behavior problems

�� Anger outburstsAnger outbursts
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Complex Trauma: DefinitionComplex Trauma: Definition

�� Trauma history (often severe) Trauma history (often severe) 

++

�� Occurs in compromised context (multiple Occurs in compromised context (multiple 
adversities) adversities) 

++

�� Serious and persistent emotional and Serious and persistent emotional and 
behavioral difficultiesbehavioral difficulties

What is TFWhat is TF--CBT?CBT?

�� CBT + a specific traumaCBT + a specific trauma--focused focused 
componentcomponent

�� Why CBT?Why CBT?
–– Theory that is the basis for most proven treatments Theory that is the basis for most proven treatments 
for emotional distress and behavior problems (e.g., for emotional distress and behavior problems (e.g., 
the consequences of trauma)the consequences of trauma)

–– Theoretical framework based on the connection Theoretical framework based on the connection 
between thoughtsbetween thoughts--feelingsfeelings--behaviorbehavior

The “TF” of TFThe “TF” of TF--CBTCBT

�� Linking each CBT component (feelingsLinking each CBT component (feelings--
focused interventions, thoughtsfocused interventions, thoughts--focused focused 
interventions) to coping with traumainterventions) to coping with trauma

�� Gradual exposure/Creating the trauma Gradual exposure/Creating the trauma 
narrativenarrative

Letting a Client tell you about TFLetting a Client tell you about TF--CBTCBT

TFTF--CBT Components AcronymCBT Components Acronym

�� PPsychoeducationsychoeducation

�� PParentingarenting

�� RRelaxationelaxation

�� AAffect Regulationffect Regulation

�� CCognitive Copingognitive Coping

�� TTrauma Narrative and Processingrauma Narrative and Processing

�� IInn--vivo Masteryvivo Mastery

�� CConjoint Child/family sessionsonjoint Child/family sessions

�� EEnhancing Future Safetynhancing Future Safety

TFTF--CBT Sessions FlowCBT Sessions Flow

Sessions    1-4                       5-8                           9-12

Psychoeducation Trauma Narrative Conjoint Parent
Parenting Skills Development and Child Sessions

Processing
Relaxation Enhancing

In-vivo Gradual Safety and
Affective Exposure Future
Expression and Development
Regulation

Cognitive Coping

Entire Process is Gradual Exposure
Baseline
Assessment
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�� Reduce traumaReduce trauma--related sx/behavior problemsrelated sx/behavior problems

�� Help child/family place trauma in perspectiveHelp child/family place trauma in perspective

–– A bad experienceA bad experience

–– In the pastIn the past

–– Effects but does not negatively determine Effects but does not negatively determine 
life courselife course

�� Restore/maintain normal developmental Restore/maintain normal developmental 
functioning  functioning  

Goals of TreatmentGoals of Treatment AssessmentAssessment

�� Trauma Exposure (checklist from UCLA  Trauma Exposure (checklist from UCLA  

PTSDPTSD--RI, list of events) RI, list of events) 

�� Standardized Measure: Child  Standardized Measure: Child  

Posttraumatic Stress Symptoms (CPSS) ChecklistPosttraumatic Stress Symptoms (CPSS) Checklist

�� ObservationObservation

�� Child/caregiver perceptionsChild/caregiver perceptions

�� HistoryHistory

�� InfluencesInfluences

Assess Trauma ImpactAssess Trauma Impact

�� Trauma specific impactsTrauma specific impacts--SymptomsSymptoms

–– Posttraumatic Stress (CPSS)Posttraumatic Stress (CPSS)

–– DepressionDepression

–– AngerAnger

–– Trauma related behavioral reactionsTrauma related behavioral reactions

�� Trauma specific negative cognitive impactsTrauma specific negative cognitive impacts

–– SelfSelf--blame, shame, deservedblame, shame, deserved

–– Normal, acceptableNormal, acceptable

�� Trauma generalized negative cognitive schemaTrauma generalized negative cognitive schema

–– Negative selfNegative self

–– Untrustworthy othersUntrustworthy others

–– Dangerous worldDangerous world

CPSS 

Clinical = 12+

Posttraumatic Posttraumatic 
StressStress

CPSS 

Clinical = 12+

Posttraumatic Posttraumatic 
StressStress

Shakiyah 13

Maladaptive ThoughtsMaladaptive Thoughts

�� Posttraumatic stressPosttraumatic stress
–– I am in dangerI am in danger
–– It’s happening againIt’s happening again
–– The dark is not safeThe dark is not safe

�� AnxietyAnxiety
–– I am worried that…I am worried that…
–– It scares me that…It scares me that…

�� DepressionDepression

–– It was my fault thatIt was my fault that

–– I deserved itI deserved it

–– It’s hopeless to tryIt’s hopeless to try

–– My life is ruinedMy life is ruined

–– No one can be No one can be 
trustedtrusted

�� AngerAnger

–– It isn’t fairIt isn’t fair

–– He had no rightHe had no right
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Treatment Plan

�� Based on assessment resultsBased on assessment results

�� Standardized measures reviewed with child + Standardized measures reviewed with child + 
caregivercaregiver

�� Collaboratively arrived at with child and Collaboratively arrived at with child and 
caregivercaregiver

�� Diagnosis explainedDiagnosis explained

�� Identifies specific treatment targets (trouble Identifies specific treatment targets (trouble 
concentrating; irritability, etc)concentrating; irritability, etc)

Child’s Counseling Goals

.Being a good friend: That means no yelling, picking on 
other kids or pushing or hitting. 
.Be respectful of grown ups: Listen and not sass back, 
follow directions and do my best. 
.Stop touching private parts: No pulling pants down with 
other kids, no touching privates and talking about private 
with other kids

_________________________    ___________
Child Name

Date
_________________________    ___________

Mom
Date

Engaging Families in Treatment

�� Establish common ground Establish common ground –– what do they want? what do they want? 

�� Assess readiness/motivation to changeAssess readiness/motivation to change

–– How would you know if you were better/if you were How would you know if you were better/if you were 

done with counseling?done with counseling?

–– How would you know if your child was better/was How would you know if your child was better/was 

done with counseling?done with counseling?

�� Be flexible and responsive to logistical concernsBe flexible and responsive to logistical concerns

�� Emphasize importance/primacy of parental roleEmphasize importance/primacy of parental role

�� Reduce parental distressReduce parental distress

Engaging ParentsEngaging Parents

�� Relay to parents/caregiversRelay to parents/caregivers: They are central : They are central 
therapeutic agent for changetherapeutic agent for change

�� Establish parent as expert on the childEstablish parent as expert on the child: The : The 
person the child turns to for help in times of person the child turns to for help in times of 
troubletrouble

�� Explain the rationale for parent involvement in Explain the rationale for parent involvement in 
treatmenttreatment
–– Not because parent is part of the problem but Not because parent is part of the problem but 
because parent can be the child’s strongest because parent can be the child’s strongest 
source of healingsource of healing

�� Establish therapist roleEstablish therapist role as coach, guide, as coach, guide, 
consultant, cheerleaderconsultant, cheerleader

�� Never be the better parentNever be the better parent
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ExerciseExercise

�� Present results of Present results of 
checklist to child or checklist to child or 
parentparent

The SessionsThe Sessions

StructureStructure

Staying on trackStaying on track

Dealing with COWSDealing with COWS

Knowing when/how to do Knowing when/how to do 
Trauma NarrativeTrauma Narrative

COWSCOWS

Strategies for Managing the Strategies for Managing the 
“Crisis of the Week”“Crisis of the Week”

Dealing with COWsDealing with COWs

�� Be prepared, they are everBe prepared, they are ever--presentpresent

�� Plan APlan A

–– Brief, supportive listeningBrief, supportive listening

–– Return to treatment focus/TFReturn to treatment focus/TF--CBTCBT

�� Plan B Plan B 

–– Brief, supportive listeningBrief, supportive listening

–– Apply CBT component to COW Apply CBT component to COW 

(to generalize skill)(to generalize skill)

Trauma Treatment:Trauma Treatment:Trauma Treatment:Trauma Treatment:Trauma Treatment:Trauma Treatment:Trauma Treatment:Trauma Treatment:

The ComponentsThe ComponentsThe ComponentsThe ComponentsThe ComponentsThe ComponentsThe ComponentsThe Components

PPsychoeducationsychoeducation

Goal:
Give clients info that will lower 
distress and increase participation
In treatment

Goal is to teach:
You are not alone, you are not crazy,
there is hope
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��Typical trauma reactions, course, and prognosisTypical trauma reactions, course, and prognosis

��Systems (e.g., medical, child protection., criminal Systems (e.g., medical, child protection., criminal 
justice, etc)justice, etc)

��Theoretical model for trauma impact (e.g., Theoretical model for trauma impact (e.g., 
conditioned fear response, avoidance, learned conditioned fear response, avoidance, learned 
behavior, etc)behavior, etc)

��CBT triangleCBT triangle

��Nature and rationale for treatmentNature and rationale for treatment

Psychoeducation TopicsPsychoeducation Topics Psychoeducation: Key MessagesPsychoeducation: Key Messages

�� Impact and Prognosis:Impact and Prognosis:

–– Common, children affected, most recover, Common, children affected, most recover, 
tx workstx works

�� Systems:Systems:

–– CJS:  Focus on offender accountability CJS:  Focus on offender accountability 

–– CPS: Focus on protectionCPS: Focus on protection

–– Medical: Focus on healthMedical: Focus on health

Psychoeducation: Key MessagesPsychoeducation: Key Messages

�� Model for Treating ImpactModel for Treating Impact

–– Feelings during trauma (fear, shame) Feelings during trauma (fear, shame) 
conditioned to memory and remindersconditioned to memory and reminders

–– Thoughts about trauma generalize Thoughts about trauma generalize 
(negative self, untrustworthy others, (negative self, untrustworthy others, 
dangerous world)  dangerous world)  

–– Behavioral responses: avoidance Behavioral responses: avoidance 
(sometimes attack)(sometimes attack)

Psychoed: Tx Nature and RationalePsychoed: Tx Nature and Rationale

�� Lasts about 12Lasts about 12--16 sessions16 sessions

�� Is active and involves practicing new skills in Is active and involves practicing new skills in 
between sessionsbetween sessions

�� Structured, plan for each weekStructured, plan for each week

�� Need Caregiver involvementNeed Caregiver involvement

�� Will include talking about what happenedWill include talking about what happened

�� Very good chance that there will be Very good chance that there will be 
improvement improvement 

Resources: nctsnet.org Resources: nctsnet.org 

Trauma 
Types

Posttraumatic Stress ExamplePosttraumatic Stress Example

�� ProblemsProblems

Avoid, shut 
down

I am in 
danger now

Anxiety, fear, 
nervousness
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Posttraumatic Stress ExamplePosttraumatic Stress Example

�� SolutionsSolutions

Engaged, 
doing things 

I am really 
safe now

Calm, 
relaxed

Shame ExampleShame Example

�� ProblemsProblems

Withdrawal, 
cringing, self 

harm

I am gross, 
no-one could 

like me

Shame. 
Disgust, self 

loathing

Shame ExampleShame Example

�� SolutionsSolutions

Outgoing, 
engaged

I am a good 
person

Pride, 
confidence

Anger ExampleAnger Example

�� ProblemsProblems

Aggression, 
fighting

It wasn’t fair

Anger, 
hostility, 

resentment

Anger ExampleAnger Example

�� SolutionsSolutions

Talk about it, 
negotiate

Stuff 
happens, not 
my problem

Mild irritation

PPositive Parentingositive Parenting

Goal:
Apply Positive Parenting Skills
to any behavior problems 
(including sexualized behavior problems)
and to coaching children to use 
skills from TF-CBT.
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Positive Parenting Skills ReviewPositive Parenting Skills Review

�� Defining the problem and it’s oppositeDefining the problem and it’s opposite

�� Functional Behavior AnalysisFunctional Behavior Analysis

�� Increasing Positive InteractionIncreasing Positive Interaction

�� PraisePraise

�� Selective AttentionSelective Attention

�� Giving Good DirectionsGiving Good Directions

�� Rewards PlanRewards Plan

�� ConsequencesConsequences

Additional Positive Parenting Additional Positive Parenting 
Priority for TFPriority for TF

�� Support and reassurance regarding Support and reassurance regarding 
traumatrauma

�� Availability to support child when Availability to support child when 
distresseddistressed

PRACTICE:PRACTICE:
Appling Positive Parenting SkillsAppling Positive Parenting Skills

�� AA: 4 y.o. child engages in sexualized behavior, taking off : 4 y.o. child engages in sexualized behavior, taking off 
clothing in living area at home, masturbates.clothing in living area at home, masturbates.

�� BB:  12 y.o. child beats up on younger brother, parent :  12 y.o. child beats up on younger brother, parent 
hesitant to discipline b/c child has “been through so hesitant to discipline b/c child has “been through so 
much.”much.”

–– Note: may also need some other skills, related to Note: may also need some other skills, related to 
parent cognitions, in addition to positive parentingparent cognitions, in addition to positive parenting

�� CC: 8 year old girl won’t sleep in her room alone after : 8 year old girl won’t sleep in her room alone after 
sexual abuse, causing marital problems.sexual abuse, causing marital problems.

�� DD: 14 year old male completely avoids neighborhood : 14 year old male completely avoids neighborhood 
park after seeing someone attacked there (it’s generally park after seeing someone attacked there (it’s generally 
safe) and takes a much longer route to school.  safe) and takes a much longer route to school.  

RRelaxation; elaxation; AAffective  ffective  
Regulation; Regulation; 
CCognitive Copingognitive Coping

Goal:  Manage negative emotions

TF FeelingsTF Feelings--Focused Interventions: Focused Interventions: 
Emotional RegulationEmotional Regulation

�� All have exposure component:All have exposure component:

�� In addition to teaching interventions, remember to:In addition to teaching interventions, remember to:
–– Tie it to traumaTie it to trauma

�� “You did such a great job naming all those feelings, and “You did such a great job naming all those feelings, and 
telling me some times you felt sad, happy, what makes you telling me some times you felt sad, happy, what makes you 
excited. Now, pick a color, and put a circle around all the excited. Now, pick a color, and put a circle around all the 
feelings you had when you saw your dad hit your mom.”feelings you had when you saw your dad hit your mom.”

–– Trauma is always mentioned during skills trainingTrauma is always mentioned during skills training

�� “Excellent work trying the secret calming. You’re doing the “Excellent work trying the secret calming. You’re doing the 
belly breathing and you went from a 8 on your scale to a 4. belly breathing and you went from a 8 on your scale to a 4. 
You can use secret calming when you hear people yelling You can use secret calming when you hear people yelling 
and it reminds you of the fighting. Let’s try that now.”and it reminds you of the fighting. Let’s try that now.”

“How did you feel 
when the sexual abuse 

happened?” 

Normalize and validate

“How did you feel 
when your dad moved 

out? “

You just learned 
something…

Normalize & validate
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Feeling Intensity ThermometerFeeling Intensity Thermometer
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FeelingsFeelings--focused Interventions:focused Interventions:
Emotion Regulation Tool BoxEmotion Regulation Tool Box

�� Skills for recognition and management:Skills for recognition and management:

–– Feelings identification (Feelings identification (develpingdevelping a vocabulary)a vocabulary)

–– RelaxationRelaxation

–– Secret Calming (breathing)Secret Calming (breathing)

–– ExerciseExercise

–– MeditationMeditation

–– Mindfulness/distress toleranceMindfulness/distress tolerance

Dealing with NightmaresDealing with Nightmares

�� Reading the BookReading the Book

�� Creating a routineCreating a routine

�� Parent/caregiver buy in and Parent/caregiver buy in and 
support/reinforcementsupport/reinforcement

�� Making use of skillsMaking use of skills

–– RelaxationRelaxation

–– DistractionDistraction

–– mindfulnessmindfulness
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ThoughtsThoughts--focused Interventionsfocused Interventions

�� Socratic DialogueSocratic Dialogue
–– Engage in a discussion around Engage in a discussion around 
unhelpful/inaccurate thoughtsunhelpful/inaccurate thoughts

–– Have them rely on all that they know Have them rely on all that they know 
from psychoeducationfrom psychoeducation

�� Cognitive CopingCognitive Coping
–– What else could they tell themselves? What else could they tell themselves? 

Example Homework Example Homework 
(Caregiver Version)(Caregiver Version)

Behavioral InterventionsBehavioral Interventions

ExposureExposure

�� Imaginal: Trauma NarrativeImaginal: Trauma Narrative

–– Facing feared memories, thoughts, feelings, Facing feared memories, thoughts, feelings, 
body sensationsbody sensations

�� In Vivo: Facing TriggersIn Vivo: Facing Triggers

–– Now safe reminders of what happenedNow safe reminders of what happened

�� The dark, yelling, playground, smell of peanut butterThe dark, yelling, playground, smell of peanut butter
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Trauma NarrativeTrauma Narrative

Goal:Goal:
Be able to remember and talk about Be able to remember and talk about 
trauma without extreme distress or trauma without extreme distress or 
need for avoidance and put it into need for avoidance and put it into 
perspective as part of the pastperspective as part of the past

Reasons for Exposure and Reasons for Exposure and 
Trauma NarrativeTrauma Narrative

�� Desensitization/habituation to disturbing Desensitization/habituation to disturbing 
memories/remindersmemories/reminders

�� Identification/preparation for trauma/loss Identification/preparation for trauma/loss 
remindersreminders

�� Resolution of maladaptive avoidance symptomsResolution of maladaptive avoidance symptoms

�� Capacity to talk about experience as part of life Capacity to talk about experience as part of life 
hx: obtain support, put into perspective, hx: obtain support, put into perspective, 

connect with othersconnect with others

Creating the Trauma NarrativeCreating the Trauma Narrative

�� BE  CREATIVEBE  CREATIVE

�� Come up with a format for child’s narrative (book, Come up with a format for child’s narrative (book, 
journal, board game, Power Point presentation, journal, board game, Power Point presentation, 
poem, artwork, comic strip)poem, artwork, comic strip)

�� Make use of multi media:Make use of multi media:

Starting the Trauma NarrativeStarting the Trauma Narrative

�� Assess capacity to talk about without extreme Assess capacity to talk about without extreme 
distressdistress

–– identify “hot spots” or worst momentsidentify “hot spots” or worst moments

�� Explain mechanism (e.g., hard in the Explain mechanism (e.g., hard in the 
beginning, get’s easier)beginning, get’s easier)

�� Use metaphors (e.g., cleaning out wound, Use metaphors (e.g., cleaning out wound, 
removing splinter, pushing ball down in pool, removing splinter, pushing ball down in pool, 
whack a mole)whack a mole)

�� Do not force, be gradual as necessaryDo not force, be gradual as necessary

�� Praise, praise, praise the effortPraise, praise, praise the effort

Trauma Narrative ProcessTrauma Narrative Process

�� Generally occurs over multiple sessionsGenerally occurs over multiple sessions

�� More and more details of what happened More and more details of what happened 
before, during and afterbefore, during and after

�� Includes thoughts, feelings, and body Includes thoughts, feelings, and body 
sensations during the eventssensations during the events

�� Move from less distressing to more Move from less distressing to more 
distressingdistressing

Creating the Trauma NarrativeCreating the Trauma Narrative

�� Create a format for child’s narrative (book, journal, Create a format for child’s narrative (book, journal, 
board game, Power Point presentation, poem, artwork)board game, Power Point presentation, poem, artwork)

�� Make use of multi mediaMake use of multi media

�� Have child initially describe the facts about the trauma Have child initially describe the facts about the trauma 
event (e.g., 1event (e.g., 1stst draft)draft)

�� Prompt for what happened next, details (e.g., adding Prompt for what happened next, details (e.g., adding 
details: 2details: 2ndnd draft)draft)

�� Have child begin to connect with their thoughts and Have child begin to connect with their thoughts and 
feelings during the eventfeelings during the event

�� Go through the narrative Go through the narrative slowlyslowly increasing the level of increasing the level of 
aversivenessaversiveness
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Doing the Trauma NarrativeDoing the Trauma Narrative

�� Use relaxation techniques as necessaryUse relaxation techniques as necessary

�� Use distraction techniques Use distraction techniques 

�� Rate distress before, during, and after (SUDS, Rate distress before, during, and after (SUDS, 
thermometer for children)thermometer for children)

�� Do not allow child to leave distressedDo not allow child to leave distressed

�� Point out the child’s progress and praisePoint out the child’s progress and praise

�� Reward child at end of sessionReward child at end of session

�� Review narrative, edit, add toReview narrative, edit, add to

Twenty Ways to get Kids to Start Trauma Narratives (TN) 
 
1) Start TN somewhere other than on the trauma (about themselves, relationship with perpetrator 

before the trauma, etc)—I always recommend this anyway 
2) Ask for just one detail about the trauma (“just tell me one thing”) 
3) Bargain for just a certain amount of time spent on the TN (“only 5 minutes”) 
4) Agree to a fun activity after they do the TN 
5) Give a prize for every sentence/page/episode they write about the trauma 
6) Cajole (“Oh come on. You must remember SOMETHING”) 
7) Encourage (“ I know you can do this”) 
8) Joke (“You don’t remember anything? You’ve gotta be kidding me. How dumb do you think I 

am?? Do I look like I just rolled off the banana boat?”) 
9) Make a fool of yourself (“I will stand on my head if you write one page”) 
10) Empathize with how hard it is (“I know it’s really painful to remember this”) 
11) Praise (“You are the bravest kid I’ve ever worked with”) 
12) Share your own trauma to model talking about it (if appropriate) 
13) Use funky art techniques (I had a kid write the whole TN on my scarf; another agreed to write 

it on my arm! but when I said it would be tough to photocopy he agreed to go with paper) 
14) Do it with songs, colors, etc—let them pick a song, color, flower, animal, smell that describes a 

certain experience, then have them describe how it is like that smell, color, etc while you write 
it. Once they start to describe an episode adding to it gets easier. 

15) Use the computer and agree to 10 minutes of a computer game of their choice (within reason) if 
they do the TN for the rest of the time 

16) Young kids: let them ”play” what happened, then you write it down and read it to them next 
session and let them correct/change your narrative of what they played 

17) Food is The Great Reinforcer. The week before you are going to start the TN, ask what their 
favorite food in the whole world is. Bring some the next week, and give it to them for doing the 
TN. 

18) Ask them to explain what they are afraid of. Ask them to trust you for just 5 minutes. If it isn’t 
okay after that, you won’t ask them to do it again. Praise them like crazy if they manage to do 
even a sentence. 

19) Use the “riding the bike” analogy—it’s hard at first but gets easier as your practice (make sure 
the child can ride a bike first). 

20) Do a “life narrative” instead of a “trauma narrative” 
21) Use the Storybook Weaver and let them make illustrations as a reward for describing a 

traumatic event 
22) Let kids use window markers as a reward after they have written a page of their  
       narrative 
 

Trauma BookTrauma Book

�� Introduce the TN by reading a book about traumaIntroduce the TN by reading a book about trauma

�� Instruct to make own bookInstruct to make own book

�� First chapter : innocuous information about the child First chapter : innocuous information about the child 
(name, age, school, hobbies, etc)(name, age, school, hobbies, etc)

�� Second chapter :  “Before”, for example, what the Second chapter :  “Before”, for example, what the 
relationship was like with the person before the relationship was like with the person before the 
trauma started (if interpersonal trauma); or what life trauma started (if interpersonal trauma); or what life 
was like before the index traumatic event occurredwas like before the index traumatic event occurred

�� Third Chapter: What Happened to MeThird Chapter: What Happened to Me

�� Last Chapter: What I learned and How My Life is Will Last Chapter: What I learned and How My Life is Will 
Be BetterBe Better

Books for Introducing the Books for Introducing the 
Trauma NarrativeTrauma Narrative

Trauma Narrative: Avoidant ChildrenTrauma Narrative: Avoidant Children

�� Ask for just one detail at a time “Just tell me Ask for just one detail at a time “Just tell me 
about one part”about one part”

�� Set a mutually agreed upon time limitSet a mutually agreed upon time limit

�� Plan fun activity at the endPlan fun activity at the end

�� Let child pick when during the session to focus Let child pick when during the session to focus 
on this topicon this topic

�� Allow for humorAllow for humor

Trauma Narrative: Complex TraumaTrauma Narrative: Complex Trauma

�� Do a lifetime narrative instead of a trauma Do a lifetime narrative instead of a trauma 
specific narrativespecific narrative

�� Begin at the beginning and note key recalled Begin at the beginning and note key recalled 
eventsevents

�� Identify both the bad and the goodIdentify both the bad and the good

�� Explore what it was like during the good timesExplore what it was like during the good times
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Neutral Event vs. Traumatic Event

Draw Picture and Tell StoryDraw Picture and Tell Story

Make a CollageMake a Collage
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Popsicle Stick Trauma NarrativePopsicle Stick Trauma Narrative
FeelingsFeelings

Start of storyStart of story

“Pieces of Me”“Pieces of Me”
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“Pieces of Me”“Pieces of Me” Preparing for the TNPreparing for the TN

�� My uncle came into my room to kiss me My uncle came into my room to kiss me 
goodnight. He pulled down the covers goodnight. He pulled down the covers 
and touched me down there, I felt and touched me down there, I felt 
scared. I pretended I was asleep.  When scared. I pretended I was asleep.  When 
he was done, he left. The next morning he was done, he left. The next morning 
I got up and my uncle said, “Good I got up and my uncle said, “Good 
morning, how are you?” and I said, morning, how are you?” and I said, 
“Fine”. I went to school.“Fine”. I went to school.

�� My uncle came into my room to kiss me My uncle came into my room to kiss me 
goodnight. goodnight. I felt good.I felt good. He pulled down the He pulled down the 
covers and touched me down there, covers and touched me down there, on my on my 
vaginavagina. I felt scared . I felt scared and dirty, and thought and dirty, and thought 
why is he doing this, he’s my favorite uncle.why is he doing this, he’s my favorite uncle.
I pretended I was asleep.  When he was I pretended I was asleep.  When he was 
done done touching my vaginatouching my vagina, he left. The next , he left. The next 
morning I got up and my uncle said, “Good morning I got up and my uncle said, “Good 
morning, how are you?” and I said, “Fine”. morning, how are you?” and I said, “Fine”. 
Inside I felt scared and I didn’t know what Inside I felt scared and I didn’t know what 
to say or do.to say or do. I went to school.I went to school.
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Teen: telling about CSATeen: telling about CSA

When something stresses me out, I rehearse how to tell – who 
should I tell, how should I tell, but I didn’t tell til the next day. 
I tried everything to distract myself, watching tv, listening to 
the radio, I was trying to figure out how to tell Auntie mainly. 
I didn’t feel safe to tell anyone but I thought I should tell her 
– I just wanted it to go away.  I was worried auntie would be 
made at me for going back there, and call the pound and get 
rid of the dogs, since that was the reason I went there. I slept 
on and off that night, waking up every hour. I’d wake up and 
just go throw up. It was disgusting. I really don’t like throwing 
up – the more I thought about throwing up, the sicker it 
made me. I was dizzy. I kept having to clean it up off the 
floor and that made me even sicker. I threw up all night long 
– every hour just up up up. My sides and stomach hurt. I saw 
terrible things in my head – like him masturbating and him 
making me touch his penis. 
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Advice to other kids: Advice to other kids: 
Traumatic GriefTraumatic Grief

Chapter Eight: James’s Letter of Advice to His Imaginary Friend

Dear Friend, I know how you feel because it happened to me too.  My mom died and 
your mom did too.  I probably feel the same way as you.  Sad, angry, shocked, and 
confused.  I was confused from when my sister told me my mom died—I just 
looked at her like she was crazy.  My mom was just alive for six days after the 
accident.  I felt angry at my sister for telling me about it because I did not want to 
know.  I felt sad because I loved my mom so much and I know that you love your 
mom too.  That was the most saddest moment of my life because I love my mom 
so much and it was hard to let her go.  You probably feel guilty.  I used to feel 
guilty, but you’ll get over it.  Not so quickly but you will because you’ll get 
somebody that will help you get through it and stuff.  

I dealt with it by talking to my family members and talking to my friends about my 
feelings.  But my counselor helped me out the most because she worked with me 
every Wednesday.  We talked a lot and she worked with me on my feelings and she 
helped a lot.  I am doing a lot better since my mom has died because people have 
been helping me out.  I have been getting over the stuff that has happened.  I 
know you won’t like to talk about it, but it helps to get out your feelings to talk 
about it with people.  I hope you feel better just like me because I know how it 
feels to be sad.  Maybe in the future you can help other kids out with this problem 
too.  I hope you get over your mom’s death quicker than I did because it’s hard to 
go through.  If you don’t then at least you’ll have people to talk to about your 
feelings.  If you would ever like to talk about your feelings you could write me a 
letter or call me.  

TN and the CaregiverTN and the Caregiver

�� Read to the caregiver in an individual session, time Read to the caregiver in an individual session, time 
for them to understand the child’s perspectivefor them to understand the child’s perspective

�� Time to have their own thoughts, feelings, Time to have their own thoughts, feelings, 
questions, about what happened, become questions, about what happened, become 
desensitizeddesensitized

�� Ideally, caregiver can move to less focus on them, Ideally, caregiver can move to less focus on them, 
when they hear it, to a focus on the childwhen they hear it, to a focus on the child
–– “I’m so proud of you for what you’ve done in therapy. “I’m so proud of you for what you’ve done in therapy. 

Remembering and talking about what happened isn’t Remembering and talking about what happened isn’t 
always easy, and you did a great job on your book.”always easy, and you did a great job on your book.”

�� In Conjoint Sessions, child can share the TN with In Conjoint Sessions, child can share the TN with 
the caregiver (part of PRACTICE)the caregiver (part of PRACTICE)

Traumatic GriefTraumatic Grief

�� Processing the loss of a loved one while Processing the loss of a loved one while 
also dealing with traumatic images related also dealing with traumatic images related 
to their deathto their death

�� Targets:Traumatic stress + grief.Targets:Traumatic stress + grief.
�� Traumatic grief: sadness + Traumatic grief: sadness + 

memories/intrusions of manner of deathmemories/intrusions of manner of death
�� Strategies: Strategies: 

–– Help child experience normal grieving: Help child experience normal grieving: 
sadness, longing, emptiness, sense of sadness, longing, emptiness, sense of 
loss, memories of positive experiencesloss, memories of positive experiences

–– Help child manage traumatic memories, Help child manage traumatic memories, 
separating them from normal grief separating them from normal grief 
reactionsreactions

Traumatic GriefTraumatic Grief

Draw PictureDraw Picture

Children witness mother being stabbed

Cognitive ProcessingCognitive Processing

�� Address maladaptive cognitions from Address maladaptive cognitions from 

TN, any discussions during treatmentTN, any discussions during treatment

–– TraumaTrauma--specific (self blame, ruined)specific (self blame, ruined)

–– Generalized (worthless self, others Generalized (worthless self, others 

untrustworthy, dangerous world)untrustworthy, dangerous world)

�� Promote that thoughts can be changedPromote that thoughts can be changed

–– Learned optimism (e.g., glass half Learned optimism (e.g., glass half 

full; make lemonade)full; make lemonade)

–– Finding value in bad experience Finding value in bad experience 

(e.g., capacity to handle difficulties, (e.g., capacity to handle difficulties, 

realize what’s important)realize what’s important)
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Socratic DialogueSocratic Dialogue

�� Challenge the maladaptive thoughts:Challenge the maladaptive thoughts:
–– Is the thought true?Is the thought true?

–– Does thinking this lead to positive or negative emotions and Does thinking this lead to positive or negative emotions and 
behavior?behavior?

–– Does thinking this help?Does thinking this help?

�� StrategiesStrategies
–– Progressive logical questioning, drawing on psychoeducationProgressive logical questioning, drawing on psychoeducation

–– Eliciting alternative attributions (e.g, regret vs. responsibility)Eliciting alternative attributions (e.g, regret vs. responsibility)

–– “Best friend” role play (e.g., what would you say to a friend?)“Best friend” role play (e.g., what would you say to a friend?)

–– Responsibility PieResponsibility Pie

Socratic Dialogue PracticeSocratic Dialogue Practice

Where kid startsWhere kid starts

�� A A It was my fault because they It was my fault because they 
were arguing about mewere arguing about me

�� B B I am gross and disgusting for I am gross and disgusting for 
what I didwhat I did

�� C C Guys only want one thing so Guys only want one thing so 
you have to go along to be likedyou have to go along to be liked

�� DD Our relationship was really Our relationship was really 
special; I know he loved mespecial; I know he loved me

Goal: Accurate or Goal: Accurate or 
Helpful ThoughtHelpful Thought

�� ??

�� ??

�� ??

�� ??

Socratic Dialogue PracticeSocratic Dialogue Practice

�� For your thought, come up with some For your thought, come up with some 
alternative thoughts: accurate or more alternative thoughts: accurate or more 
helpful helpful 

�� Make a list of what you’d want to tell the Make a list of what you’d want to tell the 
child, turn it into questions, to use in the child, turn it into questions, to use in the 
socratic dialoguesocratic dialogue

Responsibility PieResponsibility Pie

For any and all selfFor any and all self--blame blame 
thoughts…thoughts…

MomMomMomMom

DadDadDadDad

MeMeMeMe

He didn’t 
protect me

He was 
never 
there

I talked 
back

She did it

She knew 
it was 
going too 
far

Example: Maladaptive Allocaiton of Blame on Physical 
Abuse

MomMomMomMom

DadDadDadDad

MeMeMeMe

He didn’t 
protect me 
even 
though he 
saw 
things; a 
parent is 
supposed 
to protect 
their child

I did talk back but that 
doesn’t make abuse OK

She did it

She knew 
it was 
going too 
far

Adaptive Allocaiton of Blame in Physical Abuse
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OffenderOffenderOffenderOffender

His WifeHis WifeHis WifeHis Wife

MeMeMeMe

She didn’t 
give sex

She knew 
what was 
happening

I shouldn’t 
have gone 
back

He did it

He knew 
it was 
wrong

Example: Maladaptive Allocation of Blame in Sexual 
Abuse

OffenderOffenderOffenderOffender

His WifeHis WifeHis WifeHis Wife

MeMeMeMe

She knew 
that 
something 
was 
happening 
because 
she 
interrupted 
us

I wish I hadn’t gone 
back but there were 
reasons

He did it

He knew 
it was 
wrong

Adaptive Allocation of Blame in Sexual Abuse

Addressing Maladaptive CognitionsAddressing Maladaptive Cognitions

IInn--vivo Exposurevivo Exposure

�� Identify cues that evoke fear/anxiety in real life that Identify cues that evoke fear/anxiety in real life that 
are not dangerous (bedroom, school, playing outside)are not dangerous (bedroom, school, playing outside)

�� Create fear hierarchy (e.g., least to most)Create fear hierarchy (e.g., least to most)

�� Make plan to “face” the cues using cognitive coping Make plan to “face” the cues using cognitive coping 
strategiesstrategies

�� Plan to rate distressPlan to rate distress

�� Emphasize importance of staying in the situation until Emphasize importance of staying in the situation until 
distress comes downdistress comes down
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Identifying and recognizing Identifying and recognizing 
trauma cuestrauma cues

CConjoint Trauma Narrative with the onjoint Trauma Narrative with the 
CaregiverCaregiver

�� Caregiver needs to know in order to Caregiver needs to know in order to 
appreciate child’s experienceappreciate child’s experience

�� Anticipate caregiver distress and Anticipate caregiver distress and 
avoidance avoidance 

�� Prepare to manage when things don’t Prepare to manage when things don’t 
go according to plango according to plan

�� Issues to consider:Issues to consider:

�� ConfidentialityConfidentiality

�� Developmental Developmental 

considerationsconsiderations

Tricky ConsiderationsTricky Considerations

�� Parent overwhelmed by own distressParent overwhelmed by own distress

�� Parent support is compromisedParent support is compromised

�� Parent failed to protectParent failed to protect

�� Parent is source of traumaParent is source of trauma

�� Alternative caregiver who is Alternative caregiver who is 
uncomfortable/unwillinguncomfortable/unwilling
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Possible SolutionsPossible Solutions

�� Focus on decreasing parent/caregiver Focus on decreasing parent/caregiver 
distressdistress

�� Capitalize on areas where there is supportCapitalize on areas where there is support

�� Encourage making amendsEncourage making amends

�� Conduct clarification session (e.g., Conduct clarification session (e.g., 
acknowledging , taking responsibility, acknowledging , taking responsibility, 
saying sorry)saying sorry)

ClarificationClarification

�� Add to Joint TN when parent:Add to Joint TN when parent:
–– Failed to protectFailed to protect

–– Is cause of traumaIs cause of trauma

�� Parent acknowledges harm caused or Parent acknowledges harm caused or 
failure to protectfailure to protect

�� Parent validates child feelingsParent validates child feelings

�� Parent assures future safetyParent assures future safety

�� Parent supports safety plan Parent supports safety plan 

EEnhancing Safetynhancing Safety

Goals:
Reduce Risk for future victimization 
and trauma

StrategiesStrategies

�� Create Safety PlanCreate Safety Plan
–– WhatWhat

–– When When 

–– WhereWhere

–– WhoWho

�� Provide InfoProvide Info
–– Normal sexualityNormal sexuality

–– Acceptable disciplineAcceptable discipline

�� Teach skillsTeach skills
–– RefusalRefusal

–– Helping seekingHelping seeking

Books for Introducing Sex Books for Introducing Sex 
EducationEducation
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Addressing MotivationAddressing Motivation

�� Lack of problem recognitionLack of problem recognition

–– “It didn’t affect me”; “I’m over it”“It didn’t affect me”; “I’m over it”

–– “It was true love”; “I wanted to do it”“It was true love”; “I wanted to do it”

�� Ambivalence:Ambivalence:

–– “I don’t’ want to talk about it, it makes me feel “I don’t’ want to talk about it, it makes me feel 
bad; if I don’t think about it I am fine”bad; if I don’t think about it I am fine”

–– “You want me to hate him, but he’s my dad” “You want me to hate him, but he’s my dad” 

Key PrinciplesKey Principles

�� Empathic/non judgmental stanceEmpathic/non judgmental stance

�� Acknowledge pros and cons (facing up is Acknowledge pros and cons (facing up is 
hard, avoiding or maintaining maladaptive hard, avoiding or maintaining maladaptive 
cognitions can be easier)cognitions can be easier)

�� Be directive and attend to change talk Be directive and attend to change talk 

�� Be persistent but do not force or get into Be persistent but do not force or get into 
battlebattle

�� Get the client to come back!Get the client to come back!

How To Know When DoneHow To Know When Done

�� Child can talk about what happened without Child can talk about what happened without 
extreme distress or avoidanceextreme distress or avoidance

�� Child has helpful narrative for what Child has helpful narrative for what 
happenedhappened

�� Trauma is in the past and is just one part of Trauma is in the past and is just one part of 
the child’s identitythe child’s identity

TFTF--CBT Ready to GoCBT Ready to Go
Web ResourcesWeb Resources

�� Web training: Web training: 

�� TFTF--CBTWeb CBTWeb 

www.musc.edu/tfcbtwww.musc.edu/tfcbt

�� National Child Traumatic Stress NetworkNational Child Traumatic Stress Network

www.nctsnet.orgwww.nctsnet.org

�� Harborview Center for Sexual Assault and Harborview Center for Sexual Assault and 
Traumatic Stress  Traumatic Stress  www.hcsats.orgwww.hcsats.org
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http://ctg.musc.edu/

Questions? Questions? 

Thank you! Thank you! 


